Blackbaud Stewardship
Management™
Innovative and intuitive stewardship cloud solution

Streamline and standardize your donor relations. Build stronger connections with your supporters.

Connect more with your donors.
With Blackbaud Stewardship Management,
donors can easily and securely access a
comprehensive view of reports and updates you
have shared throughout their entire giving history.
• Provide donors with a central place to see
the financial performance of their funds
and the personal impact of their giving
with recipient stories, recipient thank-you
statements, and communications
• Enhance communication with donors by
sharing campus news and activities using an
organized bulletin board in an online portal
• Tailor the delivery of annual reports by
providing the donor with options to view
their fund impact and financial data via
online access, email, or print

“Blackbaud Stewardship Management has helped us improve engagement with
award recipients as well as automate and streamline the process of collecting
and sharing impact statements with donors,”
—Aga Dabrowska, Associate Vice President Institutional Advancement at Sierra Nevada College
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Save time and energy across the board.
Blackbaud Stewardship Management simplifies the formerly timeconsuming process of collecting acknowledgements from award
recipients, compiling impact statements from across campus, and
preparing donor reports.
• Streamline the process of preparing donor reports by having
impact statements, donor contact information and fund financial data
at your fingertips
• Enjoy the benefits of a connected campus through the ability to easily
collect updates on donor-funded initiatives
• Automate and track communications with award recipients

Create Impactful Stewardship Practices
Blackbaud Stewardship Management enables institutions to collect
powerful impact statements from award beneficiaries to the donor—
providing personalization and connectivity at scale.
• Easily build comprehensive reports to show donors how their gifts are
making an impact
• Help award recipients write more personalized thank-you messages by
highlighting the online profiles of the donors who contributed the gift
• Increase quality of impact statements from award recipients by
providing guiding questions and acknowledgment templates

“We are excited that Blackbaud
Stewardship Management will help us
scale for the scholarship gifts we
anticipate receiving,”
—Rachel Kimball, Director of Donor Relations and
Stewardship at Southern Methodist University.
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